
 

Sarah in P7b made mini cookies 

and left them out in the drive for 

people to take and leave a 

donation to raise money for the 

NHS. Well done, Sarah! 

We have all heard some fabulous stories about Fundraising 

and other Acts of Kindness during lockdown so we thought 

you would like to hear about some examples from our 

Balmuildy community. Well done to all of those shown 

here and if you have a story to share please email the 

school office and let us know! 

 
 

On Saturday night Noah in P4b and Sophia in P2b delivered homemade pizzas to 

the door of Gran and Papa. They prepared a menu and orders had to be placed 

over the phone where Sophia took the message and Noah was the manager. 

Two specially designed pizza boxes were designed and coloured in - one for 

papa, one for gran!  Two happy customers! 

Well done, Noah and Sophia!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Kolby in P6b has been helping his mum with charity 

work and making flower arrangements to take to the 

elderly and NHS staff within their street.  They have 

made 44 so far and are still going strong.  They 

delivered 10 more bunches, along with some 

homemade shortbread, to a Nursing Home in 

Bishopbriggs on Friday. Wow, Kolby, you are really 

keeping spirits up! 



Alicia in P7a and Marissa in P3a 

cycled 26 miles around their 

estate and have raised just under 

£500 on justgiving for the NHS. 

What an effort, girls! Well done! 

Matthew in P7b, Sophie in P5a and Olivia 

in P2a designed and made cards to be 

included in care packages for elderly 

residents in Edinburgh as part of an 

initiative run by young people’s 

campaigner, Chris Kilkenny. They also 

sent artwork to cheer up the staff and 

patients at Marie Curie Glasgow Hospice 

where their aunt works. 

These are beautiful cards. Great job, 

Matthew, Sophie and Olivia! 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bethanie in P3a was taking part in a 5k raising 

money for our health heroes.  But instead of doing 

this just once she did a 5k each day for one whole 

week by alternating between running, cycling, 

scooting and roller skating. Over 7 days, Bethanie 

has covered an impressive distance of 35km in total 

and raised even more money for NHS charities. 

That is a fantastic achievement, Bethanie! 

   

 

Callum in P6a and Angus in P3a have been busy with their 

older brother, Kenneth over the last few weeks. They have 

been using online suppliers to send thank you treats to 

close friends and family who are key workers, including 

their dad who got a big chocolate cake baked for him. They 

also sent Letterbox flowers to granny to make her smile as 

she is missing them lots, delivered doorstep Easter 

surprises to close neighbours and delivered birthday 

goodies to their good friend. They took part in the Rossvale 

FC collection of toiletries and goodies to send to hospitals 

for patients and staff and contributed to the Bishopbriggs 

Academy Go Fund Me for production of essential PPE.  

Boys, you have been very busy!  Well done, Kenneth, 

Callum and Angus!  

 

   

 


